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GRECO-ROMAN ELEMENTS IN THE NARRATIVES  
OF BUDDHIST ART OF GANDHĀRA  

Vinay Kumar1  
 
Abstract 

Narrative is a universal phenomenon and every nation has its corpus of 
narrative that includes popular tales and fables, epics and romances, 
sacred myths and legends. These narratives may be either oral or visual 
narration where stories are communicated to an audience in direct 
terms through two and three dimensional paintings and sculptures. A 
narrative has two aspects- a story or content that generally consists of a 
sequence of events and the form or expression which is the means by 
which the story is communicated and its action presented. 

In Gandhāra art we find a vast number of narrative panels which were 
produced to decorate the numerous stūpas of the monasteries which 
have been analyzed and dated according to the stylistic affinities with 
Greek, Roman or Greco- Iranian images. Many scholars have supported 
their views relating to narrative sculptures explaining them mainly in 
terms of Roman influence. The Gandhāran treatment of the Buddha story 
as a linear and chronological sequence of incidents derives from the 
Greco-Roman concept of time as a linear progression of differentiated 
moments. The Gandhāran sense of divisive time is reflected in the 
treatment of continuous narrative. The use of space between the figures 
and the dominance of architectural elements and divider motifs within 
the compositions break the flow of continuous narrations in Gandhāra in 
contrast to the Indian treatments. In Gandhāra art, the method of 
representing the story of Buddha legend in a series of separate episodes 
was based on the Roman method of portraying the career of Caesar by a 
number of distinct climactic events in separate panels.   
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Introduction  

According to Roland Barthes, “Narrative is a universal phenomenon 
which is international, transhistorical, transcultural”.1 Every nation has 
its corpus of narrative that includes popular tales and fables, epics and 
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romances, sacred myths and legends. These narratives may be either 
oral or visual.  In the latter case, the stories are communicated to an 
audience in direct terms through two and three dimensional paintings 
and sculptures. A narrative has two aspects- a story or content that 
generally consists of a sequence of events and the form or expression 
which is the means by which the story is communicated and its action is 
presented.  

In Gandhāra art we find a vast number of narrative panels which were 
produced to decorate stūpas of the monasteries. These narratives have 
been analyzed and dated according to the stylistic affinities with Greek, 
Roman or Greco-Iranian images. Many scholars have supported their 
views to narrative sculptures explaining much in terms of Roman 
influence. The Gandhāran treatment of the Buddha story as a linear and 
chronological sequence of incidents derives from the Greco-Roman 
concept of time as a linear progression of differentiated moments. The 
Gandhāran sense of divisive time is reflected in the treatment of 
continuous narrative. The use of space between the figures and the 
dominance of architectural elements and divider motifs within the 
compositions break the flow of continuous narrations in Gandhāra in 
contrast to the Indian treatments. In the words of Benjamin Rowland, 
“another definite borrowing from Roman art in Gandhāra art was the 
method of representing the story of Buddha legend in a series of 
separate episodes in the same way that the pictorial iconography of the 
Christian legend was based on the Roman method of portraying the 
careers of Caesars by a number of distinct climatic events in separate 
panels.”2  The Gandhāra reliefs reveal a dependence on Roman art of 
different periods. Certain reliefs in which figures of definitely classical 
types are isolated against a plain background are reminiscent of the 
Flavian revival of the Greek style. Others in which the complicated 
masses of the forms are relieved against a deeply cut, shadowed 
background display ‘illusionism’ of Roman relief of the Constantine 
period.3 Thus, we can notice that Gandhāra reliefs are combined with the 
illusionistic spatial experiments of Roman art of the Imperial period. The 
story of Sāmajātaka in the form of a frieze of phyllite from Taxila has the 
method of narration in Greek tradition. That is to say, the actors in the 
successive scenes are strung out in single file, as they habitually were in 
the friezes of Greek temples, though not strictly in chronological 
sequence.4 It was suggested that the great departure of the Buddha was 
derived pictorially from the triumphal repertoire of Roman art and that 
figures prostrating before Buddha were inspired by scenes in Roman art 
where vanquished barbarians prostrate before the emperor.5   
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We can notice the Greco-Roman elements in the steatite panel of a stair-
riser from a site in the Buner region (Plate 1). Sometimes this relief is 
identified as the Presentation of the Bride to Prince Siddhartha but the 
subject of the relief is more like a Dionysian scene. The carving is 
characterized by the isolation of the figures against a plain background, 
although the forms are related by their postures and gestures. These 
features, together with the fully rounded carving of the individual forms 
remind us of Flavian or Hadrianic reliefs and other examples based on 
the Greek relief style of the 5th century BC. But according to Benjamin 
Rowland the closest classical parallel to this relief is to be found in the 
silver hoop of the Marengo Treasure in the Turin. But according to 
Patricia E. Karetzky due to contact with the West during the early 
centuries of the Christian era Buddhist narratives were radically 
altered.6 

Gandhāran sculptures are carved either in round or in relief. Sculptures 
in round consist mainly of images of the Buddha and Bodhisattvas. Most 
of the reliefs are devoted to the depiction of various incidents, or stories, 
in the life of the Buddha or his previous lives (jātakas). Two modes of 
narration have been used for Gandhāran reliefs. A story is either 
condensed into a single incident or through continuous narration where 
the story is conceived in terms of numerous incidents which unfold 
within a single sculptural frame or composition, the protagonist of the 
story appearing several times through the narrative. Stories revolve 
around actions, human or otherwise, that occur in space and unfold in 
time. For the artists, the three major components of narrative are: 
protagonists of a story, the elements of space and time. Artists have 
to decide how to portray their actors, how to represent the space or the 
spaces in which the story occurs and how to shape the time during which 
the story unfolds. Thus, it is the particular apprehension or perception of 
time, space and the human form which determines the fundamental 
framework of a particular narrative treatment.7  Hence, the narrative 
reliefs of Gandhāra can be compared with those of Greco-Roman world 
in the conceptual axes of time, space, narrative context, spatial depth and 
human form.  

Concept of Time 

The famous Parthenon frieze (Plate 2 & Plate 3) of Classical Greece 
depicts the Panathenaic procession, one of the most important religious 
festivals of Athens and one of the grandest in the entire ancient Greek 
world. This holiday of great antiquity is believed to have been the 
observance of Athena’s birthday and honor of the goddess as the city’s 
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patron divinity, Athena Polias (Athena of the city). The procession was 
held on the last day of the festival, and involved the ritual bringing of a 
new peplos, or cloak, to the ceremonial statue of Athena.  The procession 
is shown as a chronological sequence of separate incidents, with each 
incident distilled into a single moment. Thus, the procession is shown as 
a linear progression of individual moments. The use of space between 
each scene expresses the isolation of one moment from the next. The 
division of time into separate arrested moment and the movement of 
time as a linear progression of these moments represent the basis of 
Greek narrative vision. Even when an episode is depicted by means of a 
single incident as on the Parthenon metopes, the narrative concept and 
treatment follows the same basic principles.  

The reliefs of the Hellenistic and Roman periods developed their 
individual characteristics,8 but the underlying narrative concept does not 
seem to have altered in any fundamental way from its formulation in 
classical Greece.9 The majority of the Gandhāran reliefs appear to be an 
adaptation of this narrative mode.  The life of Buddha is conceived as a 
chronological sequence of separate incidents or stories, with each story 
distilled into a single moment, and the Buddha’s life cycle is visualized as 
a linear progression of these moments, separated by motifs like 
Corinthian pilasters separating one incident from the next.10 The reliefs 
presumably, once they are arranged in linear sequence, placed either 
horizontally, to cover perhaps the body of the stūpa drum, or vertically, 
on gables and uprights at other points of the stūpa complex, record the 
life of Buddha in its broad chronological sequence. A representation of 
‘Māyā’s dream’ for example, is usually followed by the ‘Interpretation of 
the dream,’ ‘the Birth in the Lumbini Garden,’ (Plate 4) ‘the Return to 
Kapilavatthu’, ‘the Reading of the horoscope,’ (Plate 5) and so on and 
similarly, a representation of ‘Life in the Palace’ is generally followed by 
the ‘Great Departure’.11  The scenes are separated from each other by 
artistic devices such as Corinthian pilasters or Sālabhañjika figures. 
Some of the Gandhāra reliefs are compositionally very akin to some 
Roman examples of continuous narration. A representation of ‘White dog 
that barked at Buddha,’ (Plate 6) ‘the Conversion of Aṅgulimāla’ and ‘the 
Ordination of Rāhula’ all from Jamal-garhi, now in Indian Museum, 
Kolkata can be cited as examples.  

Distribution of Space 

Greco-Roman inspiration again can be seen quite clearly in the treatment 
of space in the reliefs. The analysis of the treatment of space follows 
three basic expressions of space in narrative: its distribution within a 
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composition, the definition of space as a physical setting for narrative 
and the rendering of spatial depth.  

The distribution of space in two groups of Gandhāran reliefs point quite 
directly to Western inspiration. The first group is the so-called Buner 
series, in which the treatment of space is indicative of Classical Greek 
and Hellenistic compositions.12  The second group of reliefs shows 
Roman sources. The Parinibbāna panel from Loriyan Tangai now housed 
in Indian Museum, Kolkata or in a depiction of the visit of the sixteen 
ascetics in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London (Plate 7 & Plate 8) is 
very similar to the dramatized representations on many Roman battle 
sarcophagi13 from the period of the Antonines and the Serverids. A 
striking Roman prototype for this relief is the enormous sarcophagus of 
the Battle of Romans and Germans in the Museo delle Terme. Found in 
the Portonaccio area of Rome, along the Via Tiburtina, this sarcophagus 
is carved in high relief and dates between 180-200 AD (Plate 9).  It seems 
to have been used for the burial of a Roman general involved in the 
campaigns of Marcus Aurelius, who is depicted charging into battle on 
horseback front near the center of the scene on the front of the 
sarcophagus. The figures are so carved that they move like flickering 
lights against the darkly shadowed background, and both in the 
Gandhāra panel and its Roman counterpart there is a sense of dynamic 
movement and of intense pathos, both in the movements and in the facial 
expression of the tortured forms giving a spiritualized quality. Like the 
Terme relief, the Nibbāna relief is a composition in forms, lights and 
colour, in dazzling light and shade. At first glance it might almost be 
mistaken for a Roman carving of the time of Septimus Servus. The many 
tiers of figures emerging from the depths of the shadowed background 
are carved in such a way as to provide a very rich and dramatic contrast 
in light and shade. The relief is a perfect illustration of the strangely 
unhappy stylistic mixture resulting from the combination of the 
technically advanced and realistic methods of Roman craftsmanship and 
essentially archaic and conceptual point of view of the native Indian 
tradition. 

The even spacing in the Gandhāran reliefs show that the figures are set 
in fairly well defined rows, one above the other, thus infusing a 
schematism which diffuses the movement of the compositions. The 
whole is a strange combination of the illusionistic depth and dramatized 
chiaroscuro of Roman relief combined with the old intuitive method of 
indicating spatial perspective by placing the consecutive rows of figures 
one above the other that we encounter at Sāñchī and elsewhere.  A 
dominant play of light and shade is created by deep carving and crowded 
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compositions. But despite the variation in the way the heads and torsos 
have been directed, an even spacing in the Gandhāran examples ensures 
that the figures are set in well- defined rows, one above the other, thus 
infusing a schematism which refracts the changed movements of the 
composition. 

According to N.G. Majumdar, “a definite attempt is made toward the 
realization of the idea of perspective and to create a pictorial illusion in 
many Gandhāran reliefs.” The figures when occurring in groups are 
delineated on different planes.  The front rows of the figures are 
fashioned almost in the round, while the back rows are left flat, so that 
they may not cast shadow on the background. This is seen in the panel of 
mahaparinibbāna of the Buddha where we can find that the lower parts 
of the front row of the figures are completely isolated from the 
background, although the upper parts are connected with it.  

Narrative Context and Spatial Depth  

The physical settings for narratives are generally visualized in terms of 
background elements such as landscape, architectural features, or 
interiors. Most classical Greek reliefs are concerned with the depiction of 
myths and legends. There is a conspicuous absence of background 
elements in these Greek reliefs. 

The expression of Greek idealism in art was rooted firmly in physical 
detail. The Greek concept of reality as idealized perfection required a 
perfection in rendering the physical world.14 A growing preoccupation 
with realism in the Hellenistic period, therefore, which began to focus 
upon the individual and the particular in the physical world, represents a 
divergence from the Classical Greek perspective.15 It is this interest in 
the particular which initiates the depiction of background elements in 
some of the narrative reliefs of the Hellenistic period. The story can now 
take place in a physically defined setting. In the Alexandria reliefs, for 
example, the narrative is placed in the context of a landscape or against 
an architectural backdrop.16  

In the Roman period, the interest in the particularities of physical world 
became heightened,17 encouraging a wider and more consistent use of 
background elements.18  Examples of Roman reliefs using background 
elements include- (i) the arch of Titus relief, (ii) the Marcus Aurelius 
monumental reliefs, (iii) Ara Pacis, (iv) the arch of Constantine etc. The 
growth of realism in the Hellenistic period was connected with the 
growth of interest in the individual.19 The cult of the individual, 
connected with the growth of realism in the Hellenistic period, 
contributed to the apotheosis of the emperor in the Roman period. 
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Portraiture connected with the cult of individual became the main 
expressions of realism in the Roman period. The procession of Roman 
citizens depicted on the Ara Pacis can be cited as a portrait gallery.20  The 
historical narrative provided an outlet for Roman realism, with its 
specific framework of time and place.21 The historical narrative has its 
beginnings in the Hellenistic period and the famous mosaic said to 
represent the battle between Alexander and Darius is regarded as a 
Roman copy of a Hellenistic original. 

In fact, the architectural representations in some of the monumental 
reliefs can be identified with specific buildings in Rome at that time, 
while in the continuous narratives which circle the columns of Trajan 
and Marcus Aurelius, the various stages in the victorious battles which 
they commemorate can be recognized by the details of architecture and 
landscape.22 The depiction of nature, therefore, entailed the most precise 
and accurate presentation of natural detail and the accurate depiction of 
the physical world demanded a rendering of its three-dimensional 
reality. This involved the third aspect of space in narrative, the rendering 
of spatial depth, dependent upon the visual laws of perspective.23  This 
law of perspective was at its zenith during the time the Parthenon frieze 
was carved in Greek art. The subtle use of planes, foreshortening and the 
three-quarter view to convey spatial depth in the grouping of the figures 
indicates understanding of the adjustments required for the translation 
of free-standing forms into relief structure.24 The Classical Greek 
expertise in the handling of perspective continued in the Hellenistic and 
Roman periods, the growing use of background elements leading to a 
greater degree of spatial depth in the representations.25 

With regard to the narrative context the trends of Greco-Roman 
treatment appears in Gandhāran reliefs: a total absence of background 
elements in some instances is paralleled by the use of architectural or 
landscape detail to locate a story in a particular setting. But according to 
Lolita Nehru, “it is more possible that the Gandhāran practice of using 
background elements derived from the indigenous tradition in which 
narratives are generally placed in very well defined scenes. 

What is more interesting is that the Gandhāran rendering of background 
detail is quite unlike the Hellenistic-Roman as well as the Indian manner. 
Many figures in the Gandhāran reliefs are depicted according to the 
Greek notions of spatial perspective. The three-quarter view for example 
is used frequently. In the depiction of the ‘Great Departure’ from 
Gandhāra now in Lahore Museum the Bodhisattva emerges on horse-
back, full face, from the city gates (Plate 10). Channa, his faithful 
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charioteer, posed with a bold spiral twist of the torso, holds the royal 
umbrella over the Master, his head tilted sharply upwards in three-
quarter view as he looks at the Bodhisattva.26 The composition reflects 
an acquaintance with the rules of foreshortening, the rendering of planes 
and the three-quarter view to convey spatial depth. This idea was 
certainly borrowed from the Greco-Roman world. 

Depiction of Human Form 

The fundamental concept of the Greco-Roman narrative tradition was 
inextricably dependent upon the precise representation of the human 
form.27 The realistic style which characterizes the classical Greek, 
Hellenistic and Roman traditions was based upon the Greek notion of 
measure. G.M.A. Richter opines that only by the division of the physical 
world into measurable units the precision of natural detail could be 
achieved.28 In the words of the famous Greek philosopher Polyclitus, the 
twin notions of division and measure are summed up in connection with 
precise rendering of the human form: “Beauty consists in the proportion 
not of the elements but of the parts, that is to say, of finger to finger and 
of all the fingers to the palm, and of these to the forearm, and of the 
forearm to the upper arm, and of all parts to each other.”29  Gandhāran 
reliefs are permeated by the Greco-Roman realistic treatment of the 
human form. Several sculptures in stucco, terracotta and clay are very 
close to Greco-Roman prototypes. The figures in the Buner series reflect 
a familiarity with the intricacies of human anatomy and several scholars 
have suggested that the panels were made by Western craftsmen.30 The 
deliberate use of space in these compositions recalls Classical Greek and 
Hellenistic prototypes. Many of the figures in these reliefs stand in 
dehancement, a characteristic Western stance in which the weight of the 
body is carried on one leg, while the other is slightly flexed and are 
sometimes clad in Greek dress. Some images of the Buddha, such as the 
figure from Hoti-Mardan are also close to the Western prototype. 
Another group of reliefs, from Jamal-garhi are reminiscent of Roman 
compositions. The wide ranges of stances in these reliefs include 
convoluted poses and reflect a clear mastery in the sculpting of the 
human torso.31  In the panel, “Buddha descending from the Trayastrimśa 
Heaven” among the stances is that of a nude man standing in 
dehancement with his back to the viewer, his head dramatically thrown 
back and carved in three-quarter view.32(Plate 11) The figure is 
obviously derived from the Western repertoire and occurs, almost as a 
motif in many Gandhāran stories. Channa, leading his master astride 
Kanthaka out of the city gates, in representations of the Great Departure, 
is often conceived in this way. Main reliefs in this category are- the relief 
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of white dog that barked at Buddha, relief showing the wrestler match 
from Jamal-garhi (Plate 12), relief of submission of nāga Apalala and the 
relief of birth of Channa and Kanthaka (Plate 13).   A seated figure with 
his head thrown forward between his knees, likewise derives from the 
West, and seems also to recur through the narratives in the form of a 
motif.33 The most frequent pose adopted from Western models is the 
figure standing in dehancement.  

Conclusion 

Despite a widespread indebtedness of Gandhāran sculptures to the 
Greco-Roman tradition and in particular that adoption of the Western 
concept of time in narrative reliefs, few Gandhāran sculptures betray the 
realism of the Western style. The majority of the sculptures express, 
instead, varying degrees in the diffusion of that realism. The diffusion 
arises largely out of the Gandhāran tendency to contrast the Western 
treatment with other norms, such as the Indian. Hence, we can see that 
there can be little doubt about the allegiance of the majority of the 
Gandhāran narratives to the temporal perception of the West, though the 
Gandhāran representation reflects an even more divisive notion of time. 
When we analyze the treatment of space in Gandhāran reliefs we find 
that only in a handful of reliefs does the distribution of space clearly 
recall Classical Greek and Hellenistic compositions and in those which 
can be allied to Roman examples, the schematized treatment in 
Gandhāra diffuses the charged movement of the compositions. The use of 
background elements as well as the practice of leaving the background 
clear could have been derived from the West as easily as from Indian 
narratives, or from both. Finally, it may be pointed out that the stylistic 
correspondence in Greco-Roman art and Gandhāra art may not have 
been caused by external similarities, but such a relationship must have 
been brought about by a deeper involvement of one cultural sphere with 
the other.  
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Plate 1: Dionysian scene from the Buner region, Victoria and Albert Museum. 
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Plate 2: Parthenon frieze, British Museum. 

 

Plate 3: Parthenon frieze, British Museum. 

 

Plate 4:  Dream of Maya and Interpretation of the dream by the sage Asita, from 
Gandhāra, Indian Museum, Kolkata. 
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Plate 5: Reading of the Horoscope, from Gandhāra. 

 

 

Plate 6:  Panel showing the white dog that barked at the Buddha, from Jamal-
garhi, Indian Museum, Kolkata. 

 

 

Plate 7:  The Mahaparinibbāna of Buddha from Loriyan Tangai, Indian 
Museum, Kolkata.
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Plate 8:  Visit of the sixteen ascetics from Gandhāra, Victoria and Albert 
Museum, London.  

 

Plate 9: Sarcophagus from the Via Tiburtina, representing a battle between 
Romans and Germans. Rome, Museodelle Terme. 
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Plate 10:   The Great Departure from Gandhāra, Lahore Museum.  

 

 

Plate 11: Sumagadha and the naked ascetic. The Buddha descending from the 
Tāvatiṃsa Heaven. 
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Plate 12: Wrestling match from Jamal-garhi, Indian Museum, Kolkata. 

 

 

Plate 13:  Birth of Channa and Kanthaka from Jamal-garhi, Indian Museum, 
Kolkata. 
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